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GaN quantum dots (QDs) embedded in an AlN matrix are a promising candidate for single- and two-photon 

emission up to room temperature in the UV spectral range between 250-400 nm. While single-photon emission 

is always bound to sub-Poissonian photon distributions, the statistics of a two-photon emission process varies 

from nonclassical (sub-Poissonian) to even chaotic (super-Poissonian) behavior. Generally, two-photon emission 

can arise from parametric down-conversion but also from atomic or QD-based four-level systems. 

In this contribution we first analyze and identify the luminescence traces of single, wurtzite GaN/AlN QDs 

based on a conjunction of time resolved, temperature, and excitation power dependent µPhotoluminescence 

spectroscopy. Among a large variety of higher excitonic complexes we identify purely excitonic and binding as 

also antibinding biexcitonic emission arising from individual GaN/AlN QDs. As the related biexciton cascade 

represents an ideal realization of a four-level system we start to analyze the arising photon statistics based on 

g(2)-correlation function measurements. The balance between the single- and two-photon processes is heavily 

affected as soon as vital parameters like the biexciton binding energy EBbind (see Fig. 1), the excitation pump 

power and the temperature are altered.  

As a result, the photon statistics can be tuned between one- and two-photon processes towards an increased, 

bunched two-photon emission probability up to 50 K. The observed tunable stream of bunched photons is 

inherently related and applicable to previously as nonclassical considered effects, such as subwavelength 

interference and ghost imaging. Our results prove that the full nature of the four-level system should not be 

neglected when analyzing g(2)-correlation functions as in two-level based approaches, which evidently only 

consider one-photon processes. Moreover, the antibunching in the g(2)-correlation function of a “single” photon 

emitter can be overlaid by the bunched two-photon process as long as the biexciton state is still populated. 

 

Fig. 1: (a) Exemplary µPL spectra of GaN/AlN QDs 1-3 showing spectrally resolved exciton (X) and biexciton (B) emission  

(QD 1) or corresponding spectrally overlapping X+B emission (QDs 2 and 3). The FWHM and the biexciton binding energy 

(EB
bind) are shown along with applied autocorrelation bandpasses. (b) Autocorrelation measurements for the corresponding QDs 

illustrate the inverse scaling behavior between the photon bunching strength g(2)(0) and the detuning EBbind. 


